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SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION AND PHOTOPHYSICAL BEHAVIOR OF
A CR(III) BIMETALLIC SYSTEM
Yan Chen, M.A.
Western Michigan University, 1998
Many binuclear transition metal complexes have been studied to understand the
nature of interactions between the metal centers. People have found Simultaneous Pair
Excitation phenomenon in some bimetallic system that can serve as a potential source of
Non-Linear Optical behavior.
Thus a series of Cr2 -([14]aneN4)2 -X/+ complexes were synthesized and
characterized. Only the cis,cis configuration was found. The results were compared
with those of their monomer analogs. The electronic structures are very similar in both
monomer and dimer complexes. The quantum yield, UV-Vis absorption and lifetime
studies suggested a possible coupling between the two Cr(III) ions in the Cr2([14]aneN4)z-NCS and -H2 0 compounds.
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INTRODUCTION
Photonics, which uses photons instead of electrons to acquire, store, transmit,
and process information, is emerging as a multidiciplinary new frontier of science and
technology. 1
The interaction of a nonconducting and nonmagnetic media with light can
generally be treated within the framework of a dielectric subjected to an electric field. 1
As the electromagnetic wave propagates through the medium, the electrons
surrounding the nuclei are displaced from their equilibrium positions and the molecules
are thus polarized by the applied field. The bulk polarization P resulting is given by

P=-N·e·r

(1)

where N is the electron density in the medium, e is the electronic charge, and r is the
field induced displacement. If the applied field is relatively weak, the polarization of the
medium is linear in the applied field.

P=x·E

(2)

Where X is the susceptibility of the medium. When a medium is subject to an intense
electric field such as an intense laser pulse, however, the polarization response of the
material is not adequately described by equation (2). Assuming that the polarization of
the medium is still weak compared to the binding forces between the electrons and
nuclei, one can express the polarization in a power series of the field strength E

P = xo) . E + x<2) . E2 + x< 3) . E 3 + ..... .

1

(3)

2
This medium is thus called non-linearly polarized, or hyperpolarized.
Examples of nonlinear optical phenomena that are potentially useful are the
abilities to alter the frequency or color of light and to amplify one source of light with
another, switch it, or alter its transmission characteristics through a medium, depending
on its intensity. Nonlinear optical processes provide -the key functions of frequency
conversion and optical switching for photonics and thus play a major role in photonic
technology.
Many studies have focused on the non-linear optical properties of organic
materials,2·3•4 simple inorganic crystals2, polymers2 and organometallic crystals2 based
on their hyperpolarizabilities. However, none of above materials has found universal
application5 because the optical nonlinearity of most of these materials is primarily
determined by the electronic characteristics of the bulk medium and thus reqmre a
complicated theoretical framework to account for the origins of the nonlinear optical
effects. They are usually defined as bulk non-linear optical materials. The idea of
designing molecular material, such as supramolecular nonlinear optical materials,5 has
become attractive recently,5 this type of nonlinear optics can be easier handled and
understood than the bulk medium. However, classical coordination compounds have
received little attention even though coordination chemistry represents a rich variety of
structures and physical properties.
Most traditional studies on non-linear optics are based on the hyperpolarization
of the materials in the non-linear optical processes. However, non-linear optical
phenomena (frequency alteration, etc.) may be produced by processes without any
hyperpolarization involved. For example, the simultaneous pair excitation phenomenon
(SPE)6.7,s. 9, 10

found

in

some

weakly

coupled

bimetallic

coordination

compounds11•12. 13, 14• 15 shows a same effect in frequency conversion. Luminescence,
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from a molecular bimetallic weakly coupled system, via SPE emission, may happen at
a higher frequency light than the pumping light Consequently, SPE phenomenon in
these bimetallic systems becomes a potential source of molecular non-linear optical
materials, although its mechanism is totally different from the hyperpolarization
process in the traditional non-linear optics.
Many binuclear transition metal complexes 16. 17• 1 8• 1 9 have been studied to
understand the nature of interactions between the metal centers. Some unusual
spectroscopic properties have been found in weakly coupled transition metal ions
present in molecular or crystalline dimers: 6 spin-forbidden transitions may be
intensified by several orders of magnitude and new absorption bands corresponding to
the simultaneous excitation of both ions have been observed. For example, new bands
attributed to simultaneous pair optical transitions were found in the UV-Vis spectrum
of an Fe(II) EDTA complex 1 5 at room temperature; Gtidel,20•21 in his study of the µ
oxo- and µ-hydroxo-ammine Cr(l11) complexes observed that: (a) the spin and parity
forbidden lowest energy transition gained intensity, (b)

the spin-allowed bands

remained essentially unchanged, and (c) new bands appeared, corresponding to twice
the energy of the lowest energy transition. Simultaneous pair emission was also found
in Cr(III) doped Eu(III) aluminate crystals. 22 Simultaneous pair absorption and
emission phenomenon has been treated theoretically by Dexter 10 in his theory of
exchange-mediated energy transfer 30 years ago. In a SPE system, a virtual pair state
exists as a result of the weak coupling between the two metal centers, with an energy
equal to the sum of the lowest energy states in each ion of the pair. Transitions related
to the virtual pair state are the basic sources of SPE absorption and emission. Since
SPE states have been observed in single photon absorption and emission, it should be
possible to access them in a sequential two-photon process, in which one metal center

4

absorbs one photon and gets excited, then the other metal center absorbs a second
photon and also gets excited. Dexter10 and Endicott23 have both speculated that a
system could be prepared such that this doubly excited molecule, created by
multiphoton absorption, may relax by emission of a single higher energy photon from
the virtual pair (SPE) state. It thus becomes possible to design a homo-bimetallic
system (for example, a Cr(III) homo-bimetallic system shown in Figure 1) that may,
upon irradiation at the energy of a single ion forbidden transition, hv pump ' stimulate
emission from the virtual pair state at hv em , which is a case of harmonic generation
when hvem = 2hv pump
Energy

Virtual pair(SPE) state

hvabs

hvabs
hVpum

4A___.___._______.___.._
metal center I

Figure 1.

metal center II

Energy Level Diagram of a SPE Homo-Bimetallic Cr(III) System.

Many transition metal ions e.g. Cu(II), Cr(ID), Fe(III), and Ni(Il)12 are capable
of exhibiting simultaneous pair excitation when in a dimeric complex. In this study we
focused on dimeric Cr(III) complexes because the photochemical and photophysical
behaviors of Cr(III) complexes have been well characterized. 24 Many monomers of
Cr(III) have been prepared, so comparisons of the monomers and the dimers can be
examined.

5
With a d3 configuration, there are a total of 120 rnicrostates of Cr(III) classified
as either quartets or doublets. The electrostatic model derived from crystal field theory
leads to the Tanabe-Sugano energy diagram in Figure 2 for a cf system in Oh
symmetry as a function of the ligand field strength.

4 (t 23)

0

Figure 2.

1

Increase field

�--3......___Al

+-T-+
♦

Tanabe-Sugano Diagram for a cf Metal in an Oh Field.

The ground 4.Ai& level and the two lowest doublet levels, 2Eg, 2T 1 & are all derived
from the ti& 3 orbital population, shown in the Tanabe-Sugano Diagram, independent of
the octahedral field strength, lODq. While the lowest excited quartet states 4T1g , 4T2g are
derived from ti& 2e& ' and are proportional to 1 ODq. As a result, the doublet excited state,
Eg, possesses a very similar geometry (Figure 3) as the ground state, while the

2

quartets 4T1& ' 4T2g , are distorted with respect to the ground state. In most Cr(III)
amrnine compounds, the lowest excited state is 2E&' as shown in the Tanabe-Sugano
Diagram and Figure 3. The spin-allowed transitions from 4.Ai& ➔4T2& ' 4T1& are normally

6
favored in the excitation spectroscopy. The excited molecules at the quartet then relax to
the 2Eg state through the interface in their potential energy surfaces (Figure 3), where
emission happens from molecules at the 2E& state. In a SPE system, the lifetime of 2E&
may affect the onset of non-linear optical processes. In the sequential multiphoton
processes to access the SPE states, after one metal ion is excited to the 2E& excited state,
it has to live long enough until the other metal center is being excited. The virtual pair
state can be created only when both metal ions are in the 2E& state.

·�

Q,)
�
0
0..

Nuclear Coordinate
Figure 3.

Potential Energy Surface Diagram for a Cr(III) Complex of Oh
Symmetry.
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Perkovic and Endicott25• 26· v showed that the room temperature lifetime of the
photogenerated excited state of Cr(III) ranges over 7 orders of magnitude and can be
tuned by simple geometric manipulation of ligands, thus providing a wide range of
systems to study. In this study, the effect of different ligands was not examined.
Rather, manipulating coupling through ligand and ligand field manipulations were
used.
Macrocyclic ammine ligands were used in this study based on the following
reasons: (a) the SPE phenomenon has been found in some Cr(ill) ammine systems
and they are thermally and photochemically inert; (b) the lowest energy excited state in
a 6-coordinated Cr(III) ammine complex is 2Eg with the same orbital population as the
ground state resulting in little or no nuclear reorganization (a source of deactivation)
associated with the population of this state (Figure 3). The degree of electronic coupling
between metal centers in molecules for SPE activity is a critical factor. The distance
between the two metal centers and the orientation of one metal to each other will
obviously affect the degree of electronic coupling. By manipulating the bridging group
between the two macrocycles in the ammine ligand, the condition can be possibly
optimized.
A very simple dimeric ammine ligand without any bridging between the two
macrocycles, ([14]aneN4)z-, (shown in Figure 4), has been previously reported as a
ligand. 17 • 19 This ligand is attractive because it has demonstrated intermetallic electronic
communication in bimetallic complexes of Cu(II)17 and Ni(II). 1 9 For example, the half
wave potentials, E 112(1) and E 11z(2) of two stepwise reductions for [Niz([14]aneN4)z-]
[ClO4] 4 and [Cuz([14]aneN4)z-][ClO4] 4 are between 66mV and 96mV apart in MeCN
and HClO/ 7 This is much larger than the 36mV expected based solely on electrostate
(RT/F ln4),28 which indicates that a weak coulombic interaction between the two metal
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centers occurs. Since after one metal ion has been oxidized, the other feels the higher
charge and the following oxidation takes place at higher potential. The analogous
Cr(III)[14]aneN4Xim+

compounds,

monomers

to the Cri(IIl)([14]aneN4)i-X/+

complexes, have been studied and well characterized, so direct comparisons between
monomers and dimers will be revealing.

[14]aneN4
Figure 4.

Structures and Abbreviations for Two Chelating Ligands Used in This
Study. See ref 29 for names of ligands.

One would expect to see some different spectroscopic effects in comparing a
weakly coupled bimetallic Cr(III) system with its monomers: both the formally spin
forbidden absorption and emission processes of the 2E excited state may be intensified.
New electronic origins may appear in emission area. In this study we describe our
work of the synthesis, characterization and the photophysical behavior of a series of
cis, cis -Cri(IIl)([14]aneN4)i-X/+ complexes and compare it with the analogous cis
Cr(ill) [14]aneN4 Xim+ complexes.30,3 1,32.33, 34,35

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Reagents
All chemicals were of reagent grade and used without further purification with
the following exceptions: (a) trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (CF3SO3H or HTFMS, 3M
technical grade, fluorochemical acid FC-24) was vacuum distilled before use; and (b)
ethylenediamine was distilled at atmospheric pressure.
Preparation of Complexes
Warning
The perchlorate salts of Cr(III) and Ni(II) am(m)ine are potentially
explosive and extremely dangerous, they should be handled carefully. Do not
attempt to hand or mechanically disturb the salts when they are very dry.
1,5,8,12-Tetraazadodecane 36
In a three-neck round bottom flask equipped with a mechanical stirrer, addition
funnel, and thermometer, a 12-mol amount of 1,3-diaminopropane was cooled to 0° C
and 188g ( l mol) of 1,2-dibromoethane was added dropwise with stirring over 1 hr.
The reaction mixture was then heated on a steam bath for 1hr and reduced to one-third
of its original volume by rotatory evaporation. The solution was then made basic by
adding 150-g of potassium hydroxide in 5 portions. After being heated on a hot plate
for 2 hr, the solution was cooled to room temperature and then filtered. The solids were
washed with several portions of anhydrous diethyl ether. The ether washings and the

9

10
filtrate were then combined and rotatory evaporated to a viscous oil. The oil was
purified by vacuum distillation at 140-148° C/ 2torr (lit. 18 bp 138-148° C/2torr). The
yield was 80%.

1,5,8,12-Tetraazadodecane, 26g (0.15mol) was added into a 400mL solution of
nickel(II) perchlorate hexahydrate (54.7g, 0.15mol) with stirring. The red-brown
solution was then cooled to ca. 5 ° C in an ice bath, and 30mL of 30% glyoxal was
added with stirring. The solution was then allowed to stand at room temperature for 4
hr, and cooled again to 5 ° C and treated with l l g(0.3mol) of sodium borohydride in
small portions over a 1hr period. The solution was then heated on a steam bath for 1520 min and filtered quickly while hot. The filtrate was acidified with concentrated
HC1O4 and allowed to cool. The orange crystalline product was collected by filtration
and washed with ethanol. A second crop of crystals was obtained by evaporating the
filtrate. The total yield was 40-45g or 65%.
([14]aneNJ15
The above [Ni[14]aneN4](C1O4)2 was dissolved back into 400mL of water. A
sample of 29g (0.6mol) of sodium cyanide was added to the solution. The solution was
then refluxed for 2 hr. After being cooled to room temperature, the solution was treated
with 15 g of sodium hydroxide at once and rotatory evaporated to a semisolid. After
addition of 1OOmL of chloroform, the mixture was filtered and the solid was washed
with two l OOmL aliquots of chloroform. The aqueous layer of the filtrate was separated
and washed with chloroform (7 x 50mL). All the chloroform extracts were dried over
anhydrous N�SO4 filtered, and evaporated to dryness. The resulting yellow solid was
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then from 800 mL of chlorobenzene to form white needles which were then collected
by filtration, washed with ether and air-dried. The yield was 60%. IR and NMR were in
accord with the literature values. 36
1,1,2,2-Ethanetetracarboxylate Tetraethyl Ester 18
In a 1-L three-neck round bottom flask, under nitrogen, a 0.20-mol quantity of
diethyl malonate was added dropwise in 0.5 h into a solution of sodium metal (4.69g,
0.20-mol) in 500mL absolute ethanol. A solution of iodine (25.38g, 0.10-mol) m
150mL of diethyl ether was then added dropwise into the reaction mixture over 1 h.
The solution then was reduced to 150mL on a steam bath. To the cooled solution,
lO0mL of diethyl ether and l00mL of water were added to form two layers. The ether
layer was washed with lOOmL of a 0.1 M Nc1iS2O3 solution and dried with anhydrous
Nc1iSO4• White needles were left when the ether layer was rotatory evaporated. The
white crystalline product was then washed twice with cold ethanol and dried under
vacuum. The yield was 65%; mp 76-77°C (lit. mp 76°C). 1 8
1,4,8,11-Tetraazaundecane 18
1,2-diaminoethane (12-mol, 800mL) was cooled to 11°C in a 2-L three-neck
flask. A 1.0-mol quantity of 1,3-dibromopropane (102mL) was added dropwise into
the flask over 2 hr while the temperature was kept at 11- l 9 °C. The reaction mixture
was heated on a steam bath for 1 hr and rotatory evaporated to one-third of its original
volume. A sample of 150-g of potassium hydroxide was added, and the mixture was
heated with stirring for 2 hr on a hot plate. The cooled solution was filtered and the
solids were washed with several portions of anhydrous diethyl ether (about 500mL in
total). The filtrate and the ether washings were rotatory evaporated to get a brown-
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orange color oil. The oil was then vacuum distilled to get pure product (bp. 141-142°C
at 0.75torr, lit.18 bp 140-142° C). The yield was 75%.
6,6'-BiO,4,8,11-tetra-azacyclotetradecan-5,7-dione)18
A sample of 15.92-g of 1,1,2,2-ethanetetracarboxylate tetraethyl ester was
dissolved in 1-L absolute ethanol. 1,4,8,11-Tetraazaundecane, 16.70mL (0.lmol) was
added dropwise into the ethanol solution with vigorous stirring under nitrogen. The
solution was then refluxed for 3 days. The very fine precipitate was filtered and washed
with cold ethanol then anhydrous ether. The yield was 30%.
([14]aneNi')i:17
A sample of 2.0g of 6,6'-Bi(l,4,8,11-tetra-azacyclotetradecan-5,7-dione) was
dissolved in 200mL of bis(2-methoxyethyl) ether, then treated with a solution of B2H6
(120mL, lM in tetrahydrofuran) under nitrogen. Another 120mL of B2H6 solution was
added after refluxing the solution for 6 hr. Then the solution was heated overnight.
Slow addition of methanol removed the excess borane. The solution was then rotatory
evaporated and hydrolyzed with a mixture of concentrated HCl (16mL), H20 (32mL)
and methanol (80mL). Then the solution was again evaporated. A 25-mL portion of
7M potassium hydroxide was added into the residue and the mixture was extracted
with chloroform (7 x 50mL). The organic phase was dried over anhydrous N�S04 and
evaporated. The free base form of ([14]aneN4)i- was converted into the hydrochloride
by adding 140mL of methanol and 3mL of concentrated HCl. The yield was 70%. The
white solid was recrystallized to get analytically pure product. 1 H N.m.r. ppm relative
to D20: 2.0-2.5 (m, 6H), 3.1-3.3 (m, 32H).
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The anhydrous CrBr3 was prepared by heating chromium mesh at above 60Q° C
in an electric tube furnace with Br2 vapor created by bubbling the nitrogen gas through
Br2 liquid overnight. The black-blue shiny anhydrous CrBr3 (insoluable in water) was
washed rapidly with water to remove the oxide. Care· must be taken since a trace of
cr2+ impurity will cause rapid hydrolysis yielding CrBr3° 6H2O. The yield was 95%.

A sample of 0.5-g of cis -[Cr[14]aneNiC1)2]Cl and 5ml of CF3SO3H was
mixed with stirring in a 50-mL flask at 50°C under a nitrogen atmosphere for about 20
minutes. The solution was cooled and added slowly into 50mL of ether to give a
precipitate. The mixture was suction filtered, and the purple solid was washed with
ether and air-dried. The yield was 0.75g or 1 00%.
cis -(Cr[14]aneNJ:Br)2]B�
A 0.25-g sample of cis -[Cr[14]aneNiCF3SO3)2](CF3SO3) was placed in
15mL of water with a 5-fold excess of NaBr. The mixture was heated to reduce the
volume to 5mL and a purple solid began to form. The mixture was cooled and suction
filtered. The yield was 0.20g or 87%. UV-Vis absorption maxima (in 1 : 1 DMSO/H2O:
522, 41 7nm) were in accord with the literature values (527, 408nm in H2O).34
Refluxing the cis-[Cr[14]aneNiCF3SO3)2](CF3SO3) with NaBr solution
overnight resulted in a mixture of cis - and trans -[Cr[14]aneNiBr)2]Br (green solid).

B�·39•40•41

trans -[Cr[14]aneNJBr)i)

A 0.57-g portion of CrBr3 hydrate was heated with 0.25-g of [l4]aneN4 in
20mL of DMSO above 100° C for half an hour. Upon cooling to room temperature, a
green precipitate came out which was collected by filtration, washed with ethanol, ether
and then air-dried. The yield was 0.60g or 98%. UV-Vis (absorption maxima: 422,
362nm in H2O; lit.,34 420, 362nm in H 2O) and IR40 were in accord with the literature
values.
cis -[Cr[l4]aneNJNCS)_JNCS34
A 0.25-g portion of cis -[Cr[14]aneNiCF3SO3)2](CF3SO3) was dissolved in
15mL of water with a 5-fold excess of NaSCN, and the solution was refluxed
overnight. After cooling to room temperature the orange-red solid was collected by
suction filtration and washed with cold water. The yield was 0.27g or 95%. UV-Vis
(absorption maxima: 492, 375nm in 1: 1 DMSO/H2O; lit.? 486, 370nm in H2O) and
IR41 were in accord with the literature values.

A sample of 0.20-g of cis -[Cr[14]aneNiCF3SO3)2](CF3SO3) was dissolved in
5M HC1O4 • The solution was refluxed for 24 hours. Most of the water was evaporated.
The resulting solution was cooled , suction filtered and the pink solid was washed with
ether. The yield was 0.06g or 42%. UV-Vis (absorption maxima: 486, 371nm in l .0M
HC1O4) was in accord with the literature values,34 (483, 370nm in H2O).

Caution! The perchlorate salt exploded when we attempted to scrape it
out from the fritted glass funnel. Extreme care should be taken to avoid heat and
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shock on the perchlorate. Only a small amount was filtered and air-dried each
time before use.

The ([14]aneN4)i- hydrochloride salt was dissolved in 7M KOH water solution,
and extracted with chloroform (7x50mL). The organic phase was dried over anhydrous
N3.iSO4 and evaporated to dryness to get the free base form of ([14]aneN4)2-. A
solution of 0.80-g of ([14]aneN4)i- (in the form of free base) and 1.50-g of CrC13° 6H2O
in 10mL of DMSO was heated above 100 ° C for 30 min. The purple solid that formed
as it cooled, was collected by filtration and washed with ethanol and ether. The yield
was 0.34g or 24%. The pink powder was recrystallized in water as cis,cis [Cri([14]aneN4)i-(Cl)4](Cl)2.2H2O Anal. Calcd. for C'.X) H48 N8OCl6Cr2:

C, 31.97; H,

6.92; N, 14.97. Found: C, 32.27; H, 6.70; N, 14.23. UV-Vis absorption maxima in
1: 1 DMSO/H2O: 534, 406nm.
cis,cis -[Cr:([14]aneN1)2-(CF;iSO:{)1] (CF;iSO��
A sample of 0.5-g of cis,cis-[Cri([14]aneN4)i-(Cl)4](Cl)2 and 5ml of CF3SO3H
was mixed with stirring in a 50-mL flask at 50 °C under a nitrogen atmosphere for
about 2 hours. The solution was cooled and added slowly into 50mL of ether to give a
precipitate. The mixture was suction filtered, and the solid was washed with ether and
air-dried. The crude product was very hygroscopic, it was then washed by boiling
anhydrous diethyl ether for a week. The fine pink powder which resulted was no longer
hygroscopic. The total yield was 0.75g or 100%.
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This compound was prepared in a similar way as cis -[Cr [14]aneNiBr)2]Br. A
0.25-g sample of cis,cis -[Cri([14]aneN4) i-(CF3SO3)4](CF3SO3)2 was placed in 15mL
of water with a 5-fold excess of NaBr. The mixture was heated to reduce the volume to
5mL and a purple solid began to form. The mixture was cooled and suction filtered.
The yield was 85%. UV-Vis absorption maxima in 1:1 DMSO/H2O: 522, 417nm.

This compound was prepared in a similar way as cis-[Cr[14]aneNiNCS)i]
NCS. A 0.25-g of cis,cis-[Cri([14]aneN4)i-(CF3SO3)4](CF3SO3)2 was dissolved in
15mL of water with a 5-fold excess of NaNCS and the solution was refluxed
overnight. After cooling to room temperature the orange-red solid was collected by
suction filtration and washed with cold water. The product was soluble in some organic
solvents like acetone, but much less soluble in water. The yield was 0.27g or 95%.
UV-Vis absorption maxima in 1:1 DMSO/H2O: 491, 374nm.

This compound was prepared in a similar way as cis-[Cr[14]aneNiH2O)2]
(ClO4)3• A sample of 0.20-g of cis,cis-[Cri([14]aneN4) i-(CF3SO3)4](CF3SO3)2 was
dissolved in SM HC1O4 • The solution was refluxed for 24 hours. Most of the water
was evaporated. The resulting solution was cooled, suction filtered and the pink solid
was washed with ether. The yield was 34%. UV-Vis absorption maxima in 1:1
DMSO/H2O: 492, 372nm.
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Spectrophotometric Measurements
Infrared Spectroscopy
A Perkin Elmer 1710 Ff infrared spectrophotometer was used to obtain infrared
spectra using KBr pellets.
Elemental Analysis
Elemental analyses were performed by Galbraith Laboratories.
UV-Vis Absorption Spectroscopy
All UV-Vis absorption spectra were recorded with an OLIS Modified Cary 14
near IR/Vis/UV spectrophotometer. For the doublet absorptions, the solutions were
measured in 10-cm cells on a 6-fold scale expansion. The solutions were then diluted
and oxidized to Cr(VI) with a basic solution of hydrogen peroxide37 and measured
again on the Cary 14. The UV-Vis absorption extinction coefficients of the Cr(III)
compounds were calculated based on the absorbance of their oxidized Cr(VI) solutions
at 374nm (f.=4815 M- 1 cm- 1 )37 using the following equation:
- AC,(/11)

£C,(ll/) -

Ac,(VI)

c-

X c.C,(V/) X

CC,(V/)
Cc,u11>

(4)

Where Ecrcm>= extinction coefficient of Cr(l11) [14]aneN4 or ([14]aneN4) i- compounds,
Ecr<vr>= 4815 M- 1 cm- 1 ,extinction coefficient of the oxidized solutions at 374nm,
Acrcrn>=absorbance of Cr(ill) [14]aneN4 or ([14]aneN4) i- compounds,
Acr(VI)= absorbance of the oxidized solutions at 374nm,
Ccr(Vl)/Ccr(III) = concentration ratio._
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Excitation, Emission Spectra and Quantum Yield Determinations
The excitation spectra and emission spectra at both 298K and 77K were
obtained using a PTI Quantum Master Spectrometer. For emission spectra, the samples
were excited at the absorption maximum of the first spin-allowed transition
(

A 2& ➔4T2& ). All samples were absorbance matched to 0.lA at their absorption

4

maximum using a Beckman 7400 Diode Array Vis/lN spectrophotometer. For the
studies at 77K, the degassed samples (samples were degassed by freeze, pump, and
thaw three times.) in a cylindrical fluorescence cell were immersed into a quartz EPR
Dewar filled with liquid nitrogen. The emitted light was collected at 90° to the excitation
beam and passed through 1-cm of a filter solution (saturated CoSO4) to reduce the
intensity of scattered light.
When the sample absorbs less than 0.1, the intensity of light emission, I,, is
proportional to the amount of light absorbed at a specific excitation wavelength.
Ir

= k · </)P · (IO

- I)

(5)

where k is a constant for a given instrument geometry and </JP is the quantum yield at a
given temperature. Excitation conditions were standardized29 with Cr(TACN)2Cl3
0.03176 at 77K,

</J
P

( </J

P

=

=0.000861 at 298K 24·25•38 ), to determine the quantum yields of 2E

emission at 77K and 298K for each compound by looking at the ratio of I, [sample] II,
[Cr(TACN\Cl3], absorbance matched at the excitation wavelength.
DMSO and water in a 1: 1 mixture was used as the solvent for all measurements
because it forms a good optical glass at 77K.
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2E Lifetime Determination
Luminescent decays were recorded on a Lecroy 9310A digital storage
oscilloscope interfaced to a Hamamatsu R955 photomultiplier tube and a computer.
Spectral regions were isolated with a 0.25m monochromator. Software for oscilloscope
control and kinetic curve fitting was developed in-house. Samples were excited by a
frequency tripled Nd: Y AG laser (Continuum Minilite, 3mJ/6ns pulse at 355nm).
Variable temperature measurements were performed using an Oxford optistat optical
cryostat which provided sample temperatures from 77 to 300K with± 0.5K accuracy.
Samples were dissolved in DMSO/H20 1:1 mixture and adjusted in concentration that
they gave an absorbance of <0.1 at 355nm.
Molecular Mechanics Calculation
Molecular modeling was performed with the assistance of Dr. John B. Miller
using the CAChe suite of programs (Oxford Molecular).

RESULTS
Synthesis
Synthesis of the Ligands
[14]aneNJtemplate synthesis) l>
Figure 5 shows the synthetic route of [14]aneN4 via an in situ preparation of a
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nickel(II) complex. This ligand can easily be removed from the nickel(II) and used in
the preparation of other metal complexes such as chrornium(l11).
([14]aneNJz::
The synthesis of ([14]aneN4}i- is shown in ·Figure 6. Reaction of 1,1,2,2ethanetetracarboxylate tetraethyl ester with 2 equiv of the 1,4,8,11-tetraazaundecane
(tetraarnine) gives the bisdioxo[14]aneN4 involving simultaneous formation and
linking of two tetraaza units. 18
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Synthesis of ([14]aneN4)i-.

The bisdioxo[14]aneN4 was then reduced by B2H6 to prepare the ([14]aneN4)i-.
Bis(2-methoxyethyl) ether was used as the solvent instead of THF because
bisdioxo[14]aneN4 is insoluble in pure THF 17 and Bis(2-methoxyethyl) ether also has a
higher boiling point.
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cis -Cr(l4]aneN1xi: and cis. cis -Cr2([14]aneN1)2� Complexes
A

senes

of

Cr[14]aneN/CF3SO3)3

cis

complexes

can

be

easily

prepared

and

cis,cis-Cri([l4]aneN4)i-(CF3SO3)6•

The

from

cis

coordinated

CF3SO3- is a convenient ligand for performing subsequent substitutions. 30
Trans- Complexes
Two new synthetic routes that have been found to successfully prepare the
trans-[Cr[14]aneN/Br) 2] Br are:
DMSO
CrBr 3 -6H2 O + [14]aneN4----- trans-Cr[14]aneN4Br 3
at >100° C
cis-Cr[14]aneN 4(CF 3SO 3h

HBr!HzO .. trans-Cr[14]aneN Br
4 3
reflux 24 hrs

However, none of the above routes, nor the traditional methods

9·

34 3 40 41
•
•

were

found to work for the ([14]aneN4}i- system. The preference for the Cr(III) complexes
to adopt a cis, cis configuration is in marked contrast to the behavior observed with
Cu(II) and Ni(II) 1 7 where the square-planar form is found as a majority (>80% ).
Molecular Mechanics Calculations42
The preference for the Cr(III) complexes to adopt a cis, cis configuration is
either a kinetic effect or a thermodynamic effect. Steric energy calculations were
performed to assess why only cis, cis- Cri([14]aneN4)i- complexes were formed.
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Ligand
The [14]aneN4 ligand with a chair configuration is shown in Figure 7. As a 14memebered ring, there is little or no strain.

Figure 7.

MM2 Calculated Structures of [14]aneN4 •

In keeping with the cyclohexane analogy, the second [14]aneN4 ring may be
attached at either an equatorial or an axial position of the other ring. As a result, three
isomers become possible: axial, axial; axial, equatorial; and equatorial, equatorial
illustrated in Figure 8.

axial, axial

24

axial, equatorial

equatorial, equatorial
Figure 8.

MM2 Calculated Structures of Some Possible Isomers of ([14]aneN4)i-.

The equatorial, equatorial conformation is found to be the most stable one
while the axial, equatorial isomer is the least. The first six bonds with the highest
strains are listed in Table 1, not surprisingly, they are located around the connection of
the two rings. These six bonds contributed about 10% in the total steric energy while
the rest bonds on the rings in the three isomers are not much different. Consequently,
the major steric hindrance comes from these six bonds that are related to how the two
rings of the ligand are connected.
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Table 1
Steric Energy of Isomers of ([14]aneN4)i- Calculated From Molecular Mechanics
Energy

axial, axial

axial, equatorial

equatorial, equatorial

Heat of formation(kcal/mol)

36.808

37.641

35.123

Strain

C(3)-C(48)

1.045

1.128

1.061

C(2)-C(3)

0.918

0.895

0.893

C(3)-C(4)

0.906

0.894

0.796

C(48)-C(47)

0.133

0.145

C(46)-C(47t

0.116

C(47)-C(49)

0.139

0.164

C(47)-C(48) a

0.102

C(3)-H(18)

0.549

0.468

0.548

Total of above 6 bonds

3.69

3.694

3.516

% of the total steric energy

10.02

9.814

10.01

a

See Figure 8

Trans- complexes
Only the equatorial, equatorial
conformers

shown

above

was

conformation of the three ([14]aneN4)i

used

m

the

following

calculations

of

Cri(III)([l4]aneN4)i- molecules. However, the difference in the energy of these three
isomers was within 3kcal/mol and most of the reactions were done in hot solutions,
such as 150 ° C in DMSO, with plenty of thermal energy.
The models are all built based on the molecules of Cr[14]aneN/NH3)2 and Cr2
([14]aneN4)i-(NH3)4.

Models

of trans-Cr-[14]aneN/NH3)/+

and

trans,trans

Cri([14]aneN4)i-(NH3)/+ are shown in Figure 9. The two rings in the trans-
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([14]aneN4) i- complex are twisted slightly, instead of being perpendicular to each
other.

Figure 9.

MM2 Calculated Structures of trans- Cr[14]aneN4(NH3)/+ and
trans,trans- Cri([14]aneN4)i-(NH3)/+.

cis- Cr[14]aneN1(NH1l�
Depending on the direction to which the -C-C-N-C-C- points, three isomers
(Figure 10): endo, endo; endo, exo; and exo,

endo,endo
Figure 10.

endo,exo

exo; may exist in cis-Cr

exo,exo

MM2 Calculated Structures of cis- Cr[14]aneN/NH3)/+ .
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In case of cis,cis-Cri([14]aneN4) i-(NH3 )/+ and cis,trans-Cri([14]aneN4}i
(NH3)t, many isomers may be possible as a result of the combinations from endo
and exo , however, only the two extreme conditions are considered below in Figure 1112.

endo,endo,endo,endo

Figure 11.

MM2 Calculated Some Structures of cis,cis- Cri([14]aneN4)i-(NH3 )/+ .

endo,endo

Figure 12.

exo,exo,exo,exo

exo,exo

MM2 Calculated Some Structures of cis,trans- Cri([14]aneN4) i
(NH3)t.
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Steric Energy
Steric energies calculated from MM2 method are shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Steric Energy Calculated From Molecular Mechanics

Chemical Species

Configuration

[14]aneN4
cis- Cr[14]aneNiNH3)2

Total Steric Energy
(kcal/mol)at MM2
9.169

endo,endo

-22.416

endo,exo

-29.566

exo,exo

-35.103
-34.248

trans- Cr[14]aneNiNH3)2
([14]aneN4}i-

equatorial, equatorial

35.123

cis,cis- Cri {[14]aneN4)i-(NH3)4

endo,endo,endo,endo

-32.205

exo,exo,exo,exo

-57.034

endo,endo

-40.448

exo,exo

-53.667

cis, trans- Cr i([14]aneN4)i-(NH3)4
trans, trans- Cri([ l 4]aneN4} i-(NH3)4

-51.667

Comparisons between cis and trans complexes were made on those cis
complexes with all exo- conformation since they are found to be the most stable ones. It
was found that cis- and trans- isomers of [14]aneN4 compounds are essentially
thermodynamically accessible with a difference of only 1 kcal/mol in steric energy.
Similar conclusions were derived for the trans, trans-, cis, trans-, and trans, trans-
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isomers of ([14]aneN4)z- complexes. Thus a kinetic effect is suggested to account for
the configuration preference of Cr(ffi)([14]aneN4)z- complexes.
Characterization
Infrared Spectrum
The use of I.R. spectroscopy for cis-trans isomeric discrimination has been
41 4

studied extensively by Poon and co-workers

•

3 44
•

for a variety of [14]aneN4

complexes. They reported that the amine vibration (N-H) of cis complexes showed at
least three bands in the lower frequency range (840-890 cm· 1) while the CH2 vibration
split into two bands in the 790-830 cm· 1 region. In the same region, however, the trans
complex has a simpler absorption spectrum, only two N-H vibrational bands and a
singlet due to the methylene vibration.
The absorption pattern in the 790-910 cm· 1 region of Cr(IIl)([14]aneN4)2compounds is very similar to their [14]aneN4 analogs as shown in Table 3: (a) five
absorption bands of these new complexes were found in this specific region: -880,
-862, -841, -816, -801 cm·'; (b) they are independent of other ligands (Cl", Br·,
Ncs·, CF 3 SO3 ·) and the presence of different counterions (ClO ·, NO3·, SO/) as
4

expected. In order to get a good comparison, some I.R. absorption data in the 790-910
cm·' region of several trans -Cr(IIl)[14]aneN4• complexes are also shown in Table 3.
The new Cr(III)([14]aneN4)z- complexes are thus assigned as having cis, cis
configuration.
The rest of the IR spectra of Crz([14]aneN4)z- compounds other than the 790910 cm· 1 region show a good similarity to the corresponding monomeric Cr(III)
[14]aneN4 compounds, as expected (Figure 13). The spectra displayed N-H stretches
from 3400 to 3000 cm·', and aliphatic C-H stretches from 2950 to 2850 cm·', which is
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typical of most of the amine complexes. This similarity indicates that the structures of
the two organic ligands are very close. The spectrum, however, does not provide much
information about the metal-ligand vibrations.
Table 3
Infrared Spectra Data in the Region of 790-910 cm-1
Freq. of absorption bands, cm-1
N-H
cis- Complexes

CH2

1

2

cis -[Cr[l4]aneNiC1)2]Cl

866

860

851 809

798

cis -[Cr[14]aneNiBr)2]Br

865

861

850 807

798

cis -[ Cr[14]aneNiNCS)2]NCS

874

861

850 807

798

cis -[Cr[14]aneNiCF3SO3)2]CF3SO3

875

868

853 807

799

cis -[Cr[14]aneNien)]Br 3

882

866

851 807

797

cis,cis - [Cri([14]aneN4)i-(Cl)4]Cl2

880

861

841 816

802

cis,cis - [Cri([l4]aneN4)i-(Br)4]Br2

877

862

841 818

802

cis,cis - [Cr i([14]aneN4)i-(NCS)4](NCS)2

883

861

840 815

800

cis,cis - [Cri {[14]aneN4)i-(CF 3SO 3)4](CF3SO3)2

879

864

841 816

801

3

N-H
trans- Complexes

1

2

CH2

1

2

1

trans -[Cr[l4]aneNiC1)2]Cl41

890

882

804

trans -[Cr[14]aneNiNCS)2]NCS41

885

878

802
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IR Spectrum of cis-[Cr[14]aneNiC1) 2 ]Cl and cis,cis-[Cr2 ([14]aneN4)i
(Cl)4](Cl)2 . This is typical of all of the compounds studied.

UV-Vis Absoi:ption Spectra
The UV-Vis spectroscopy shows the energy that the sample will absorb, which
is a more accurate way to distinguish the cis-trans isomers than the I.R. spectroscopy.
The intensity of the absorption peak in UV-Vis spectroscopy is directly related to the
nature of the transition.
The UV-Vis spectra of the Cr(ill)([l4]aneN4)i- species are compared to the
analogous cis -Cr[14]aneN4X2 in Figures 14-17. Most of the cis- and trans- isomers of
Cr[14]aneN4X2 have different colors (correspond to different absorption energies or
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wavelengths) that can be used to distinct the isomers. For example, trans
Cr[14]aneN4Cl2 is green while cis-Cr[14]aneN4Cl2 is purple.
The two broad absorption bands are assigned as

Ai➔'T2 (lower

4

energy) and

Ai➔4T1' while the relatively sharp weak absorption shown in the small windows in
Figure 14-17 is due to the 4.Ai➔2E transition. The intense absorption below 350nm

4

(shown in Figures 16, 17) is assigned as charge-transfer bands. In case of -NCS and Br, another spin-forbidden transition, 4A2➔2T 1 ' is also found at the higher energy of the
2

E absorption.
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The absorption band maxima of these transitions (4Ai➔"T2, 4Ai➔"T1 and
4

Ai➔2E) are presented in Table 4. The very similar absorption maxima demonstrate

that the dimer complexes have similar electronic structures to the monomer complexes.
The difference in ligand field strengths between ([14]aneN4)i- and [14]aneN4 is thus
found to be very small, consistent with the results found for the corresponding Ni(II)
complexes. 17
The

molar

absorptivities

of

the

two

spin-allowed

transitions

of

Cr(III)([14]aneN4)i- complexes are lower than the [14]aneN4 complexes except for the
cis,cis -[Cri([14]aneN4)i-(H2O)4]6+ .
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The comparison in molar absorptivities of spin-forbidden transitions (4A2➔2E)
between the cis,cis - Cri([14]aneN4)i- and cis- Cr[14]aneN4 complexes is important in
showing whether there is any coupling between the two metal centers6• Spin-forbidden
transitions in weakly coupled bimetallic systems may be intensified by several orders of
magnitude. On the contrary, the spin-allowed transitions in the coupled dimeric systems
may not be significantly affected.
Table 4
Electronic Absorption Spectral Data

E1E/£4r
1
3

Complexesa

x 10

,

cis -[Cr[14]aneNiC1)2t

699(1.0), 536(122), 408(123)

8.18

cis,cis -[Cri([l4]aneN4\-(Cl)4] 2+

699(0.69), 534(102), 406(96)

7.20

cis - [Cr[14]aneNiBr)2

700(0.80), 521(123), 418(96)

8.08

700(0.56),522(95.1),417(69)

8.26

cis - [Cr[14]aneNiNCS)2] +

725(0.37), 492(233), 375(137)

2.68

cis,cis -[Cr/[14]aneN 4)i-(NCS)4]2+

729(0.49), 491(218), 374(102)

4.78

686(0.19),486(69),371(48)

4.04 b

685(0.36), 492(103), 372(63)

5.72b

r

cis,cis - [Cr/[14]aneN4)i-(Br)4] 2+

cis -[Cr[14]aneNiH2O)2] 3+
cis,cis- [Cr/[14]aneN4)i-(H2O)4] 6+

dimerc
monomer

0.88

1.02

1.78

1.42

All complexes are measured in DMSO/H2O (1:1, v/v) to increase solubilities unless
noted. b In O.lM HCIO4 • cRatio of normalizede,E /e,T2 .

a

The intensity ratio of the spin-forbidden transition (4A2➔ 2E) and the first spin
allowed transition (4A2➔4T2) is also shown in Table 4. Both of the cis,cis-
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slightly stronger doublet absorption than the monomer complexes by 1.78 and 1.42
times, respectively, suggesting the possibility of weak coupling in these two dimer
complexes. However, no such observation was found in the other Cr(III)
([14]aneN4)i- complexes.
Emission and Excitation Spectra
Emission and excitation spectra of cis, cis -Cri(Ill)([l4]aneN4) 2-X4 complexes
and cis -Cr(l11)[14]aneN4X2 compounds are presented in Figures 18-2 1. We were
unable to get the spectra at 298K for most of the compounds except for -NCS because
of the short 2E lifetimes of -Cl, -Br, and -H2O compounds at room temperature and the
resulting low quantum yield (see discussion later).
Both the emission and excitation spectra of the ([14]aneN4)i- complexes
resemble those of the [14]aneN4 analogs in a general way.
The emission spectra of cis- Cr[14]aneN4 complexes and cis,cis- Cr2
([14]aneN4)i- complexes show a very intense but narrow 0-0 transition with little
vibronic structure, as expected for a typical noncentric -Cr(III) complex, indicating that
the excited states in both [14]aneN4 and ([14]aneN4)i- Cr(III) compounds are all of low
symmetry; and the ground state and excited state in these compounds share similar
geometries near the minima of their respective potential wells.
The excitation spectra of -NCS complexes of cis- Cr[l 4]aneN4 and cis, cis- Cr2
([14]aneN4)i- complexes at 298K are consistent with their UV-Vis absorption spectra,
as expected, while a very intense charge transfer transition (around 300nm) appears in
the excitation spectrum at 77K (Figure 22). Similar features were also observed in the Br complexes (Figure 19).
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Excitation and Emission Spectrum of cis -[Cr[14]aneNiH2O)2](ClO4\
and cis,cis -[Cri([l4]aneN4)i-(H2O)4](ClO4)6 at 77K.

At ambient temperature (298K), the emission spectra of both cis
Cr[ 14]aneNiNCS)3 and cis,cis -Cr2 ([14]aneN4)i-(NCS)6 complexes are very similar
(Figure 21). However, the emission spectrum of cis,cis -Cr2 ([14]aneN4)2-(NCS)6 is
unusual at 77K. More features appear at 77K (Figure 22) compared to the emission
spectrum of cis- Cr[l4]aneNiNCS)3 complex. Especially, a sharp band at 782nm
appears in the dimer emission spectrum, but not present in the monomer.
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Emission Quantum Yields
The phosphoresce quantum yields data are listed in Table 5. No data is available
2

for most of the compounds at 298K due to the really fast thermal relaxation of the E
excited states in these compounds.
· At

77K,

cis,cis

both

-[Crz([14]aneN4)z-(NCS)4]

2+

and

cis,cis

-

[Crz([14]aneN4)z-(H20)4]6+ are more emissive (1.17 and 1.37 times, respectively) than
their [14]aneN4 analogs.
Table 5
2

Phosphoresce Quantum Yield and Wavelength of E at 298K and 77K
77K

298K

2

Complexes
cis -[Cr[14]aneNiC1)

2

t

cis,cis -[Crz([ l 4]aneN4)z-(Cl)4]

2

E
(nm)

xl0

702.5

3.39

702.5
2

+

cis -[Cr[14]aneNiNCS) ] +
2

cis,cis -[Crz([14]aneN4) -(NCS)4]

2

2

+

cis -[Cr[14]aneNiH20)2 ] 3+
cis,cis -[Crz([14]aneN4)z-(H 0)4]
2

E
(nm)

xl05

728.5

3.28

1

1.17 731.5

1.58

0.483

<l>p

1

704.5 0.858 0.25

+

cis -[Cr[14]aneNiBr) 2] +
cis,cis -[Crz([14]aneN4)z-(Br)4]

2

<l>p 2

6

+

2.55

1

705

0.862 0.34

729

3.22

731.5

3.77

690

7.35

1

690

10.0

1.37

1
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Relaxation Kinetics
The luminescence yield and lifetime depend on the radiative and nonradiative
rates. The 2E excited state lifetimes of Cr(l11) complexes are strongly temperature
dependent except at sufficiently low temperature. There the lifetimes tend to approach a
limit,

't 77,

which is matrix and temperature insensitive. In its simplest form, the 2E

decay rates may be expressed as25
kobsd

=k

o

+ k(T)

(6)

where k O is the limiting , low temperature decay rate that can be expressed by
(7)

k, is the radiative rate constant and k 0nr is the limiting non-radiative rate constant at
low temperature; and k(T)represents the sum of all thermally activated processes.
For the 2E excited state decay of Cr(l11) at ambient temperature, k(T) in k0bsd
has been found to increase with temperature and it is often expressed in an Arrhenius
form (illustrated in Figure 23).
k(T) =A· exp(-E0 I RT)

(8)

The above equation (8) suggests the existence of an energy barrier (activation
energy) analogous to a simple chemical reaction in order to generate the transition-state
characteristic of the relaxation process.
Consequently, the slope of the straight line at high temperature in Figure 23 can
be used to evaluate this activation energy and thus shows how easy the relaxation
process can be.
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Temperature-Dependence Plot of the 2E Excited-State Lifetime of cis,cis
[Cri{[14]aneN4)i -(NCS)4]6+ in DMSO/H2O. This is typical of all of the
compounds studied.

For Cr(ill) ammine, </J,sc=l, the phosphorescence quantum yield </JP may be
written as32
(9)

kp

= k r + knr + kBisc(k2 + k3)/ k1sc

(10)

where k; are phenomenological rate constants (see Figure 24) and </J,sc is the quantum
yield of intersystem crossing. At low temperatures, and for systems with an effective
intersystem crossing, k8 ,sc· < < k,sc and k,sc> > k2 +k3 , so that
kp = kr +kir

(11)

k, = </>pkp

(12)

ki, = kp -k,

(13)
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can be used through out the entire analysis.
4-yl

4A2

Figure 24.

Energy Level Diagram and Rate Processes for a Cr(ill) System. Straight
arrows indicate radiative transitions and wavy arrows nonradiative ones.

All the lifetime data are tabulated in Table 6, together with the radiative k, and
nonradiative decay rate k °n, at low temperature. k15c and k81sc · are rate constants for
intersystem crossing and back-intersystem crossing processes, respectively. In a
weakly coupled dimer system, transitions that are spin-forbidden in the single ion may
gain intensity by a mechanism in which the d orbitals of the two constituting centers are
overlapped6 • Both the 2E absorption and emission are enhanced and the deactivation of
2

E might be accelerated through this coupling. According to Table 6, most dimers have

shorter lifetimes at both 77K and 298K. Especially cis,cis -[Cri([14]aneN4) i-(H20)4]6+
was found to have a lifetime 20% shorter than the cis -[Cr[14]aneNi H20)2t at 77K,
when the decay rates: k, �nd k 0n, of both cis,cis -[Cri([l4]aneN4)i-(H20)4]6+ and
cis,cis -[Cri([14]aneN4) i-(NCS)4]

2

+

increased compared to their [14]aneN4 analogs.

Also Ea, the activation energy in the deactivation process of 2E of the above two
compounds, were found to be lower. All these observations are consistent with our
postulate of exchange coupling in the compounds which relaxes the spin selection rule.

Table6
(2 E)Cr(III) Lifetime and Activation Parameters
't298, µs

('t21 >" 298

't77, µs

(t21 >"11

E.,kcal/mol

A, s·1

k,. xlO" s·1

k,,..0 xla2 s·1

cis- [Cr[l4]aneNiCI)it

2.35x1Q·3 b
(l.Oxl0"3)°

I

50.l
(52)°

I

6.31
(6.S)c

l.80xl013
(lxl013y

6.77

1.93

cis,cis- [Crz([l4]aneN4)z-(Cl)J2+

5.17xlQ·Sb

0.022

42.2

0.84

7.91

l.22xl016

2.03

2.35

cis- [Cr[14]aneNiBr)J +

5.78x1Q·3 b

1

84.5

I

6.71

l.45xl013

3.02

1.15

cis,cis- [Cr2([14]aneN4)z-(Br)4]2+

l.54xlQ·4 b

0.027

54.2

0.64

7.76

3.19xl0 15

1.59

1.83

cis- [Cr[l4]aneNiNCS)J +

6.16
(4.4)°

I

90

I

6.00
(7.S)c

3.68xla9
(7xl09)c

3.62

1.09

cis,cis-[Crz([l4]aneN4}z-(NCS)4]2+

4.88

0.792

89.3

0.99

5.84

3.92xl013

4.22

1.08

1.10xrn-2

I

71.5

1

7.18

l.68xl013

10.3

1.30

2.05xl0"2

1.86

57.3

0.80

6.19

l.70xl0 12

17.4

1.57

Complexes

cis - [Cr[l4]aneNiH20)2] 3+
6+

cis,cis- [Crz([l4]aneN4)z-{HP)4]

(96)c

• Lifetime ratio of cis,cis-[Cr/[14]aneN4 )2-(X)4 ] to cis-[Cr[14]aneNiX)2 ]. b Extrapolated from the Temperature-Lifetime plots.
Ref35
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DISCUSSION
Molecular Mechanics Calculations
As a macrocylic ligand with two rings and 28 carbons, the calculation of
possible isomers of ([14]aneN4)i- itself and the Cr(ill)([l4]aneN4)i- complexes
becomes much more complicated than the related [14]aneN4 molecules.
Three possible conformers of ([14]aneN4)i- (axial, axial-; axial, equatorial-; or
equatorial, equatorial- ) were calculated, the most stable conformation (equatorial,
equatorial ) was used in the calculation of the Cr(III) ([14]aneN4)i- complexes which
are defined as three major categories: cis,cis-; cis,trans-, and trans,trans- isomers,
while complexes in each categories possess many exo- and endo- isomers.
As a result of the comparison in the steric energies of cis,cis-; cis,trans-, and
trans,trans-([14]aneN4)i- complexes with exo- conformation (the most stable
conformation), the kinetic effect turns out to be the likely reason for the cis,cis
configuration preference because these isomers are thermodynamically acs:;essible with
a small difference of only 6kcal/mol in energy. In the solvent such as DMSO, a Cr(ill)
ion may coordinate with 6 DMSO molecules first, as the ligand moves closer to the
metal ion, one solvent molecule will be substituted by the one of N-H group on the
ligand. The second N-H group on the ligand attacks the metal ion and a cis, cis
intermediate is possibly formed in order to reach the metal ion.
Only putting into high energy or using special ligand such as a

7t

bond ligand

cN- can possibly induce the isomerization30 of cis- Cr(III) [14]aneN4 compounds to get
the trans isomers, in the case of ([14]aneNJ2- ligand, more special condition might be
required.
45
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Characterization
Infrared Spectrum
Infrared spectroscopy provides information about the organic structure of the
ligand. The low energy region is also useful to study the absorption of metal-ligand
vibrations. The organic structure of a single ring in ([14]aneN4)z- is very close to the
structure of [14]aneN4, thus the I.R. spectra of Cr(ill)([14]aneN4)z- complexes are very
similar to those of the [14]aneN4 analogs. In the solid state the vibrational modes of
metal-chelate rings are affected by the orientation of the chelate molecules around the
meal atom. Thus complex with a cis configuration has a very distinctive spectrum41 in
the region of 790 - 940 cm- 1: three N-H rocking and two CHi rocking bands, while
trans complexes exhibit two N-H rocking bands and a singlet for CH2 vibration in the
same region. Since those vibrations are almost exclusively associated with the
macrocyclic ammine ligand, it is expected that they should be dependent on the
geometrical configuration of the macrocycle about the central metal ion, but would not
be much affected by the nature of the other ligands and counter. ions present. It is
further expected that they are even independent of the nature of the metal ion.
Our Cr(ill)([14]aneN4)z- complexes are roughly assigned as cis, cis
configuration based on the five independent absorption bands observed in this specific
region. It is then further confirmed by combining all the other observations together
(e.g. UV-Vis absorption, excitation and emission).
UV-Vis Absorption Spectra
UV-Vis absorption deals with the transition from ground state to various
excited states. Extinction coefficients of absorption bands in the spectra of molecules
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are related to the nature of the transition. When a transition is fully allowed by the
principles of quantum mechanics, the extinction coefficients at the band center is large;
if the transition is forbidden, Emax will be small.
The absorption spectra of our complexes are very typical of the Cr(III)
complexes. They typically consist of two broad spin-allowed bands,

Az➔'T1 •

4

Az➔'T2

4

and

These two transitions, although spin-allowed, are Laporte-forbidden (a

selection rule that prohibits the transition between like symmetry) since all these states
arise by ligand field splitting of the same free ion state. Thus

Emax

for these transitions

are usually less than 200 M- 1 cm 1 • Charge transfer bands are much more intense. The
intraconfigurational (t/) transition, 4A2➔2E, is very weak because it is both spin
forbidden and Laporte-forbidden, with Emax less than 1 M- 1 cm 1 in our studies.
The shape of a d➔d absorption band also reveals the orbital promotional nature
of the associated transition. Since a molecule is always formed in its excited state with
the size and shape of the ground state (Frank-Condon principle), in the case of the
excited state with different internuclear distances and/or bond angles, molecules are
formed in non-equilibrium vibrational states at the instant of absorption of light, the
absorption band is then broadened due to the successive vibrational relaxation to the
equilibrium vibrational states. In another word, the general broadness of d-d absorption
bands suggests that the excited state resp<:msible for this absorption are usually
considerably distorted from the ground state.
The UV-Vis absorption spectra in our studies reveal that 4Az➔'T2 and

Az➔'T1

4

transitions that are associated with orbital promotions are extremely broad, whereas
those associated with transitions that only involve changes in pairing energy (4A2➔2E
and 4Az➔2T 1 ) are relatively sharp, consistent with the fact that 4T2 and 4T1 possess an
electronic configuration of tz2e, different from the tz3 configuration in

Az, 2E and 2T1 as

4
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expected. The resemblance in the UV-Vis absorption spectrum of Cr(ill)([14]aneN4)i
and cis-[14]aneN4 complexes indicates the similarity of the electronic structures in the
monomer and dimer systems, which also confirms the cis, cis configuration of the
dimer compounds.
Emission and Excitation Spectrum
Emission spectra can be affected by the difference in the geometry of the
ground state and excited state, temperature, coupling in multi-metallic systems, and/or
matrix. Thus when observable, they are useful in two aspects: (1) as an aid to locate the
electronic origins of the lowest excited state. (2) to provide information about the
distortion of the lowest excited state relative to the ground state, for example, from the
broadness of the emission bands. Emission is usually observed to originate from the
lowest excited level or any levels that can achieve a significant Boltzman population
relative to the lowest excited state (Kasha's rule)45• For nitrogen coordination, 2E is
invariably below 4T2 and phosphorescence is the dominant emission in Cr(l11) ammine
complexes. 2

4

The transition of 2EgH4Aig in Oh symmetry is both spin and electric dipole
forbidden but magnetic dipole allowed. 46 In most of the emission spectra of Cr(III)
complexes, a magnetic dipole allowed 0-0 band is obtained, consistent with the Frank
Condon effect. The 2EgH4Ai transition gains intensity chiefly by mixing of the 2E
state with the

4T2g

g

state via spin-orbit coupling and electronic coupling by vibronic

mixing of electronic states of odd parity into 2Eg and

¾,

4

which reduces the
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microsymmetry of the molecules. As a result, when the chromium-ligand skeleton is
centrosymmetric, e.g., Cr(NH3 )/+ or trans- Cr[14]aneN4Xi complexes, the 0-0 band is
not the most intense feature because vibronic transitions involving skeletal and Cr-N-H
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bending modes are much more intense than those associated with ligand-localized
motions.24 In a non-centrosymmetric molecule, the 0-0 transition becomes dominant.24
This is what we observed in both cis- Cr[14]aneN 4 or cis, cis- Cr2 ([14]aneN 4)i-X4
complexes. At low temperature, the

2

E➔ Aig
4

spectral positions and shapes often do

not change appreciably with the host because there is little difference in the equilibrium
solute-solvent interactions in the 4Aig and

2

E.

While at high temperature, the relaxation

of 2E becomes much faster because deactivation processes accelerate with the increase
of temperature. The excitation and emission spectra become invisible in complexes
with -Cl, -Br (heavy atom effect) and -RiO ligands at high temperature because the
back-intersystem crossing (one of the deactivation processes) contributes a lot to the
relaxation of 2E when the energy gap from 4T2 to 2E in Cr(l11) complexes becomes
very small.
Spin-Forbidden Transition in Cr(III) [14]aneN1 and ([14]aneN;,2- Systems
One of the consequences of exchange interactions between paramagnetic ions in
a polynuclear complex is an energetic splitting of electronic states including both
ground state and excited state (Figure 25). Although the double excitation
4

2

Ai/¾H E/Eg,

of which we did not see any evidence in this study, 1s a very

conspicuous feature in those weakly coupled dimer systems, the single excitation,
4

4

A2g 2Eg, shows a very different transition pattern from the single ion.6 Single

4

Aig ¾H

excitation can obtain optical intensity by two possible mechanisms.6
The first mechanism, a single-ion mechanism, is based on the combined action
of the odd-parity ligand field potential at the chromium site and spin-orbit coupling.
Both �S=0 and �S= 1 transitions, where S is quantum number representing the total
dimer spin, are allowed by this mechanism.
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The second is an exchange mechanism, governed by the spin-selection rules
�S=O and �5=0 and the orbital selection rules for allowed transitions.

I'

,I

Single excitation

Figure 25.

�

Double excitation

Energy Splitting of Electronic States in an Exchange- Coupled Dimer.
Single and doublet dimer excitation are indicated.6

In our studies, the intensities of the spin-forbidden transitions 4A 2�2E in both
the absorption spectrum and emission-quantum yield study of the cis,cis
[Crz([l4]aneN4)z-(NCS)4]2+ and cis,cis-[Crz([l4]aneN4)z-(H20)4]6+

complexes are

slightly stronger than their [14]aneN4 compounds. This suggests that an exchange
coupling is occurring in these two compounds to some extent. Theoretically,6 spin
forbidden transition processes including absorption and emission will be intensified in
weakly coupled dimeric system of transition metals. Spin quantum number, S, loses its
meaning because as the two metal ions couple, the individual spin states become ill
defined. In the UV-Vis absorption study, the

4

Az➔2 T1 transition in cis,cis -

[Crz([14]aneN4)z-(NCS)4]2+ and cis,cis -[Crz([14]aneN4)z-(Br)4]6+ were also found
larger than the ones of the monomers. Endicott23 suggested that CT perturbation
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contributes to SPE activity. Cr(ill) amrnine complexes of -Br and -NCS are more
easily oxidized, therefore may show a larger effect on the relaxation of spin selection
rule.
Lifetime
The limiting lifetimes at low temperatures seem to be a manifestation of the true
molecular properties such as stereochemistry and electronic structures.47 Since 2E and
Az have very similar geometries, the nested 2E and 4A potential surfaces are only

4

weakly coupled. As a result, any crossing between these surfaces should be relatively
inefficient. Such systems are usually dominat�d by tunneling effects48 in the low
temperature regime, which is nearly temperature-independent. The tunneling parameter
may be examined by the nonradiative relaxation, k 0n,, of electronic excited states in
molecules. The factors that promote k0 n, of Cr(III) excited states are not very clear in
contrast to the behavior of aromatic molecules33 for which k 0n, depends largely on the
excited state-ground state energy gap and the availability of high-frequency vibrational
modes to absorb the excess energy produced by the excitation. Some previous work
has shown that k °n, is strongly dependent on the number of high frequency vibrational
modes such as N-H or O-H stretches, however, some contributions from low
frequency vibration have been found in some systems when high frequency accepting
modes are absent.
Since the lifetime data at 77K is usually independent of the matrix, the shorter
limiting lifetimes of the ([14]aneN4)z-NCS and -H2O and other dimeric compounds
compared to the monomer analogs together with the observations of higher decay rates
and smaller energy barrier in these two compounds suggest that an enhancement of
spin-obital coupling because spin-forbidden transitions seem to become easier and
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faster in these dimeric complexes and the two metal centers indeed affect each other to
some extent, rather than simply acting as two individual single ions.
Ligand field theory deals with the energies corresponding to absorption band
maxima. One is dealing, in other words, with the energy of the most probable Frank
Condon state that is arrived at when light is absorbed.. It is from these band maxima
that the lODq values, l0Dq= E("Ttax )- E(2E), and ligand field parameters such as the
spectrochemical series are obtained. However, these values are not an accurate
representation of state to state energy gaps. The zero-zero transition, meaning from the
zeroth vibrational level of the ground state to the zeroth vibrational level of the excited
state, in this case, E("T/)- E(2E0), may be hard to determine in practice. The long
wavelength tail may be masked by the onset of some second absorption band. Even if
it is not, the tail may not end sharply because of some absorption by vibrationally
excited ground state molecules. A rule of thumb is to take the energy corresponding to
the wavelength at which the molar extinction coefficient has dropped to 5% of its
maximum value.49 The absorption and emission data are summarized in Table 7.
Back-intersystem crossing or BISC shown in Figure 24, in which the thermal
population of the lowest energy quartet excited state is involved, is an important
mechanism that would contribute to the thermal deactivation of 2E. If this was an
important contributor to relaxation, the activation energy, Ea, would be correlated to
Llli0Q in which, Llli0Q = E("T/)-E(2E). This energy gap is very small in cis,cis
[Cri([14]aneN4)i-(Cl)4]2+ and cis,cis -[Cri([14]aneN4)i-(Br)4]2+, thus back-intersystem
crossing might contribute a lot in the 2E relaxation in these two compounds. The
activation energy, Ea, listed in Table 7 decreases with the� and 10Dq. However, the
fact that Ea, �EoQ (or lODq) are not comparable suggests the existence of relaxation
pathways other than back-intersystem crossing.
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Table 7
Summary of Spectroscopic Data

E

E4 Ttax

E
4T2

E4T/E2E

Ea

(cm·')

(cm ·')

(cm·')

(cm·

') a

(cm·')

cis-[Cr[14]aneNiCl)2t

18657

14235

4422

17064

2829

6.31

cis,cis-[Cr2([14]aneN4)i-(Cl)4] 2+

18726

14194

4532

15576

1382

7.91

cis-[Cr[14]aneNiBr)2] +

19194

14235

4959

15504

1269

6.71

cis,cis-[Crz([14]aneN4) i-(Br)4] 2+

19157

14184

4973

15385

1201

7.76

cis-[Cr[14]aneNiNCS)2] +

20325

13717

6608

17391

3674

6.00

cis, cis-[Cri([14]aneN4)i-(NCS)4]2+

20366

13670

6696

17241

3571

5.84

cis-[Cr[14]aneNiH20)2] 3+

20576

14493

6083

17197

2704

7.18

cis,cis-[Crz([14]aneN4)i -(H20)4]6+

20325

14493

5832

17065

2572

6.19

Complexes

a

E
2E

kcal/
mol

4T 2

max

Calculated based on 5% rule.49

-E2E

0

CONCLUSION
A new type of nonlinear optical material may be designed based on the
Simultaneous Pair Excitation phenomenon in a weakly coupled bimetallic system. In a
dimer system where no interaction between the two metal centers occurs, each metal
will behave as a single ion coordinated to a ligand with the same structure of the
monomer unit in the dimer ligand. Exchange coupling in a SPE dimer complex is the
basis of double excitation and the intensified single spin-forbidden transition when
compared to the monomer systems.
A series of cis,cis-[Cri([l4]aneN4)i-(X)4]0+ and cis-[Cr[l4]aneN4-(X)2]'.1+ have
been synthesized. However, attempts in preparing the trans, trans- and cis, trans
isomers of Cr(ill)([14]aneN4}i- complexes failed in our studies. Molecular mechanics
calculation results showed the difference in the total steric energy of all three isomers is
within 6kcal/mol. Under the usual reaction conditions (usually above 100 ° C) in our
studies, these three isomers are essentially thermally accessible. A kinetic effect is
suggested

being responsible for this configuration

preference rather

thermodynamic effect.

r

Spectroscopic properties of cis,cis-[Cri([14]aneN4}i-(X)4

than

complexes were

examined and compared to their monomer analogs. In most of the cases the dimers
behave as the monomers, indicating a similarity in their electronic configurations.
However, spin-forbidden transitions 4AiH2E (in the doublet absorption in ·the UV-Vis
spectroscopy and the quantum yield study in the emission spectrum) of cis,cis
[Cri([l4]aneN4}i-(NCS\]2+ and cis,cis-[Cri([14]aneN4}i-(H2O)l+ , are found to be
slightly intensified compared to their monomer analogs.
54
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Another interesting result is a new emission band at 780nm was found in the
emission spectrum of cis,cis-[Crz([14]aneN4)2-(NCS)4] 2+ at 77K, however, not in the
cis-[Cr[14]aneNiNCS\t. This band may be a second electronic origin that has gained
intensity relative to the monomer through an exchange mechanism, however, a static
distortion has not been ruled out.
Spin-forbidden transitions 4A2H2E become kinetically more favorable in
coupled dimer systems because of the relaxation of spin selection rule due to the
coupling. The decay lifetimes and the activation energies of the dimers are found to be
slightly smaller than the monomers, again indicate a possible coupling in the dimers.
In order to investigate how the factors of geometry, angular overlap, metal
metal distance and ligand field perturbations affect the metal-metal coupling and
photophysical properties in the dimer systems, more dimer complexes and their
monomer analogs need to be synthesized, examined and compared in the future. A set
of parameters need to be established in order to manipulate the exchange coupling and
optimize the system to finally achieve the goal of frequency conversion.
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